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ABSTRACT

In the maturing world of service oriented computing and Web services, we find ourselves in a position where numerous services are available, all of which address a specific need. Selecting the best such service based on the service context and a user’s current need becomes an important aspect. Services can be evaluated based on functional and non-functional criteria: the former represent the operation that the service provides, the latter criteria that differentiate functionally equal services. This chapter presents three closely related items addressing the problem of differentiating functionally equal services to find the most appropriate one in any given situation: (1) a generic and extensible model for non-functional properties, (2) a method for ranking services, and (3) an algorithm for selecting services that are part of larger execution chains. The method is evaluated, and the needs are exemplified with some motivating examples.

INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented computing (and its predominant incarnation as web services) is reaching a certain maturity, which is reflected in the number of services that are becoming available. Well-established technologies for Service-oriented computing allow providers to describe and deploy services while allowing clients to bind to and invoke these over the internet on demand. Much of the matchmaking task involved in finding an appropriate service is a manual task. Selecting the service is often a question of retrieving...
functional descriptions from service repositories and then ensuring that the described and required interfaces match a technical level. However, with the rapidly growing number of available services, clients are presented with a choice of functionally similar (or even identical) services. This choice gives clients the opportunity to select services that match other criteria: these are referred to as non-functional properties.

From the single service selection point of view, the non-functional properties are related to local constraints. The local constraints reflect the user preferences and context of the demanded service. From the service composition point of view, the selection problem becomes more challenging, because the composition context needs to be considered in addition to capture the larger context of the service invocation. For example, assume that service s2 has a better coordination record with service s1 than service s3. Now, if service s1 is selected in the composition, then service s2 is a better choice according to this particular composition constraint. In this chapter we will present more case studies with composite service scenarios. We use a scenario driven approach to identify a non-functional properties model, which allows to capture the properties of relevance for single and composite service selection. We present a service selection method which considers all relevant constraints both for single service selection and composed scenarios – the development of which presents an additional challenge in aggregating the different constraints to get comparable scores for the competing services.

In this chapter, we will address web service selection based on non-functional properties and bring together a complete overview of techniques and approaches developed over a number of years. The main contributions are:

- A method for ranking services, based on the LSP (logic scoring for preference) method, and
- A stepwise backwards algorithm for selecting services in composition scenarios.

The chapter is structured as follows: Case studies from real world scenarios presented in the next section aid in understanding the non-functional properties and composition context and add further motivation for the work. We then present the non-functional properties model for single service properties and the composition context model. Next we introduce our service selection method which is based on Logic Scoring Preference aggregation functions and type-based evaluation functions. Following that, we illustrate the Backward Composition Context based Service Selection approach for service composition focusing on the general operation and use of the concepts illustrated in this chapter. The chapter is completed with an evaluation of the approach and comparison to related work.

**MOTIVATING CASE STUDIES**

In this section, we describe two typical service composition cases of organising a meeting and planning a trip. Each example includes different composition scenarios which highlight a set of different types of non-functional properties – both properties of the services in question as well as properties of the composition context.

**Case Study 1: Organizing a Meeting**

A meeting is required to be settled for discussing the detailed plan of a particular event. Organizing a meeting involves a series of activities (or tasks). The tasks include searching for suitable attendees, finding a suitable date, booking a meeting room and sending notifications to the invited people. The meeting organiser integrates these tasks as a
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